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Garden Fairies Scratch Sketch An Art Activity Book For Magical
Artists And Believers Of All Ages
A debut coloring book for all ages from Swedish artist Emelie Lidehall Oberg. Reminiscent of classic Swedish fairy tales,
Emelie Lidehall Oberg's debut coloring book fills 96 pages of sweetly sleeping animals, dolls come to life, and whimsical
abodes. This paperback edition makes coloring-on-the-go a breeze. Gold foil accents on the cover and enticing colorable
French flaps make this a beautiful gift. The Fairy Tales Coloring Book will capture the imagination of the young and the
young at heart. Emelie Lidehall Oberg is a freelance illustrator. She has studied graphic design and illustration, as well as
studied communications at Mittuniversitet in Sundsvall, Sweden. Emelie loves sharp lines, soft pastels and silhouettes
from the past.
From adorable llamas to magical unicorns, scratch the neon sheets to create amazing masterpieces! Neon Scratch Art is
the perfect hands-on activity book for creative kids! Featuring scratch sheets and a sturdy stylus, kids can simply scratch
away intricate foil designs to reveal beautiful works of art. Then they can continue to create impressive works of art by
scratching off the unique black matte sticker sheet to reveal colorful stickers! And when those are complete, they can use
the two included neon colored pencils to add their own illustrations to the 48-page coloring-and-activity book. From
mazes to word searches to adorable coloring pages, this bright activity set is easy to use with stunning results!
THE FAIRY CARAVAN is the story of a miniature circus, William and Alexander's Travelling Circus. It is no ordinary circus,
for Alexander is a highland terrier and William is Pony Billy who draws the caravan. Beatrix Potter wrote this chapter book
for older children towards the end of her writing career. She wrote it for her own pleasure and at the request of friends in
America who shared her love of the Lake District and north country tales.
Befriend the mermaid princess and help her find her lost treasure. Its a real Mermaid Adventure as she races to get back
to her castle in time for her royal birthday ball! Use the wooden stylus to trace the simple white picture outlines and
reveal the gold, silver, and rainbow-swirl undersea world beneath the black-coated pages. Feel the magic!
The Crimson Fairy Book
Unicorn Adventure Scratch and Sketch
Scratch & Sketch Garden Fairies
A True Story
Weslandia
Sophie's World

Let your art sparkle and gleam! Use the stylus included to trace and embellish the
artwork on each page to reveal the sparkly foil underneath. Twenty illustrations
including stars, fantastic creatures, fireworks, and moreare waiting to shine in this allPage 1/8
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glitter Scratch and Sketch. Wire-o bound hardcover ] 6-3/8" wide x 8-1/2" high (16.2 cm
wide x 21.6 cm high) ] 64 pages (20 scratch-off, 20 illustrated, 20 sketch pages) ]
Shrink-wrapped with a wooden stylus. White outlines on black scratch-off pages create a
fun way for younger children (ages 5 and up) to trace illustrations, revealing
magnificent colors beneath. Non-toxic. Potential eye irritant. Avoid inhaling particles
of scratch coating. Not for children under 5 years. ] Meets all applicable safety
standards.
A collection of thirteen original tales.
Bring out your child’s creativity and imagination with more than 60 artful activities in
this completely revised and updated edition Art making is a wonderful way for young
children to tap into their imagination, deepen their creativity, and explore new
materials, all while strengthening their fine motor skills and developing selfconfidence. The Artful Parent has all the tools and information you need to encourage
creative activities for ages one to eight. From setting up a studio space in your home to
finding the best art materials for children, this book gives you all the information you
need to get started. You’ll learn how to: * Pick the best materials for your child’s age
and learn to make your very own * Prepare art activities to ease children through
transitions, engage the most energetic of kids, entertain small groups, and more *
Encourage artful living through everyday activities * Foster a love of creativity in your
family
Young artists will love exploring the exciting world of Scratch and Sketch Extreme! with
this challenging collection of 20 cool and complex drawings, from the wild to the
wonderful! As you trace intricate artwork on the black-coated pages, a wolf, night sky,
unicorn, and so much more emerge in sparkling foils of silver and green, or colorful
swirls! White outlines on black scratch-off pages create a fun way for younger children
(ages 5 and up)
An Art Activity Book for Artistic Mermaids of All Ages
Simple Ways to Fill Your Family's Life with Art and Creativity
An Art Activity Book for Artists and Dancers of All Ages
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My First Computer Coding Book Using Scratch Jr
Camilla the Cupcake Fairy Scratch and Sniff
Scratch & Sketch Puppies
For Ingest Only - Data needs to be cleaned up for all products being loaded
A collection of essays from today’s most acclaimed authors—from Cheryl Strayed to Roxane Gay to
Jennifer Weiner, Alexander Chee, Nick Hornby, and Jonathan Franzen—on the realities of making a
living in the writing world. In the literary world, the debate around writing and commerce often begs
us to take sides: either writers should be paid for everything they do or writers should just pay their
dues and count themselves lucky to be published. You should never quit your day job, but your
ultimate goal should be to quit your day job. It’s an endless, confusing, and often controversial
conversation that, despite our bare-it-all culture, still remains taboo. In Scratch, Manjula Martin has
gathered interviews and essays from established and rising authors to confront the age-old question:
how do creative people make money? As contributors including Jonathan Franzen, Cheryl Strayed,
Roxane Gay, Nick Hornby, Susan Orlean, Alexander Chee, Daniel Jose Older, Jennifer Weiner, and
Yiyun Li candidly and emotionally discuss money, MFA programs, teaching fellowships, finally getting
published, and what success really means to them, Scratch honestly addresses the tensions between
writing and money, work and life, literature and commerce. The result is an entertaining and
inspiring book that helps readers and writers understand what it’s really like to make art in a world
that runs on money—and why it matters. Essential reading for aspiring and experienced writers, and
for anyone interested in the future of literature, Scratch is the perfect bookshelf companion to On
Writing, Never Can Say Goodbye, and MFA vs. NYC.
"This fantastical picture book, like its hero, is bursting at the seams with creativity. . . . a vigorous
shot in the arm to nonconformists everywhere" — Publishers Weekly (starred review) Enter the witty,
intriguing world of Weslandia! Now that school is over, Wesley needs a summer project. He’s learned
that each civilization needs a staple food crop, so he decides to sow a garden and start his own —
civilization, that is. He turns over a plot of earth, and plants begin to grow. They soon tower above
him and bear a curious-looking fruit. As Wesley experiments, he finds that the plant will provide
food, clothing, shelter, and even recreation. It isn’t long before his neighbors and classmates develop
more than an idle curiosity about Wesley — and exactly how he is spending his summer vacation.
Presents twenty drawing and design projects, including hieroglyphics, tattoos, super-heroes, and
African sculpture.
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Fairies!
The Artful Parent
Published in Sweden As Sagolikt
Mister Fairy
Ballet Scratch and Sketch
Scratch

This sparkling fairy board book is a magical twist on the popular bedtime lullaby, “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star!” Twinkle,
twinkle, fairy friend, Let’s go out and play pretend. Shimmer wings that fly so high. Sparkle magic in the sky. A magical twist on
the popular bedtime nursery rhyme, Twinkle, Twinkle, Fairy Friend is the third board book in a series that is perfect for parents
and little ones to snuggle up with and share.
This collection of Japanese fairy tales is the outcome of a suggestion made to me indirectly through a friend by Mr. Andrew Lang.
They have been translated from the modern version written by Sadanami Sanjin. These stories are not literal translations, and
though the Japanese story and all quaint Japanese expressions have been faithfully preserved, they have been told more with the
view to interest young readers of the West than the technical student of folk-lore.... In telling these stories in English I have
followed my fancy in adding such touches of local color or description as they seemed to need or as pleased me, and in one or two
instances I have gathered in an incident from another version. At all times, among my friends, both young and old, English or
American, I have always found eager listeners to the beautiful legends and fairy tales of Japan, and in telling them I have also
found that they were still unknown to the vast majority...
Scratch and draw mermaid pictures are simple to complete and the results look amazing as the rainbow and foil effects are
revealed by scratching away the surface of the special scratch art cards. Creative art activity fun for children age 5+.
Georgia Eldridge Hanley's "The One-Eyed Fairies" may seem like a fairytale book, however, that is actually quite far from the
truth. In actuality, this book is a craft book initially aimed at young girls to teach them how to make accessories for themselves
and their dolls. Written in an easy-to-understand way, the book manages to get child readers excited to start making things for
themselves. An excellent first read for a budding artist, this book has captured readers for decades.
The Fairy Caravan
Scratch and Draw Mermaids
Super Scratch and Sketch
Fairies Scratch and Sniff Lola the Lollipop Fairy
A Cool Art Activity Book for Budding Artists of All Ages
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Scratch & Create: Wild Garden
Describes the strange and splendid things that can happen on a bimulous night when the sky is like lace.
Explore the most beloved stories of the Bible, including five stories from the Old Testament, beginning with God
creating the heaven and the earth, and five stories from the New Testament, featuring the parables and miracles of
Jesus. Scratch and sketch Joseph's rainbow coat, Noah's Ark, Jesus healing the blind, the Good Samaritan, and more.
As you read and sketch, each timeless story comes alive in swirling colors and glittery foil. Go with God!
Welcome to Unicorns, Mermaids and Fairies! The perfect activity book for kids who love magical, mythical creatures...
those on the ground, swimming in the sea, and up in the air! So get ready to sketch, search and solve, because this
book is brimming with fun activities to complete. There's escape the maze games, color and sketch pages,
wordsearches, counting games and you even get to create your own fairytale! This book is sure to provide hours of
creative entertainment. Ideal for long journeys and rainy days.
Discover amazing, full-color artwork by scratching away metallic coating with a special stylus as you enjoy an
extremely relaxing activity. Let your creativity and senses develop as you work around the page to discover a world of
shapes and colors. Scratch off all the coating to reveal 20 delightful, original postcard designs by artist Helen Dardik,
ready to send or display.
A Journey to the Bottom of the Sea
Unicorns, Mermaids and Fairies!
Scratch & Sketch Extreme (Trace Along)
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
The Green Forest Fairy Book
Fairies
Join the children and the unicorn as they travel on a quest! Use your stylus like a magic wand, tracing the creatures and friends of
the forestfrom friendly fairies to a wicked witchto uncover the secret colors beneath the enchanted black pages. Feel the magic!
Mister Fairy is not like other fairies; try as he might, he has not yet found his own special talent. In fact, all the animals laugh when
he tries to copy what the other fairies do. So, Mister Fairy travels far from his forest home to another place where, almost by
accident, he discovers and shares his special gift. Sometimes your talent is hiding in plain sight, it just takes the right time and
place to reveal what was there all along. Mister Fairy is a touching, humorous story about fitting in, self-discovery, and finding
one's place in the world.
This fun, friendly guide explains how computers work and what coding does - then shows you how to code your own stories and
games on a tablet. The coding uses ScratchJr, a computer language designed especially for beginners, which is available to
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download for free. A perfect first introduction to computer coding. Entertaining projects with simple, step-by-step instructions.
Includes helpful notes for grown-ups.
Lang's fairy books were childhood favorites of Tolkien.
Star Wars: Scratch Artist
Writers, Money, and the Art of Making a Living
Fairy Tale Coloring Book
Includes 20 original art postcards with perforated pages, ready to mail or display
The One-Eyed Fairies
Trace Along
White outlines on black scratch-off pages create a fun way for younger children (Ages 5 and up) to trace illustrations, revealing magificent
colors beneath. 20 scratch-off, 20 illustrated and 20 sketch pages. Shrink-wrapped with a wooden stylus. Join a little girl named Polly on a
magical journey with a Unicorn to his enchanted castle! Use your stylus pen to uncover sparkly silver, gold, and rainbow colors as you draw.
Just trace the unicorn, his friends and castle, and all the wonders along the way to uncover the secret colors beneath the black-coated pages.
Provides a top-to-bottom look at the ocean, from birds and waves to thermal vents and ooze.
Etch away the lines on each page to reveal 16 Star Wars posters from all three trilogies. Use the included stylus to reveal 16 Star Wars
posters from across all three trilogies. Each of the etching pages has lines to follow, and then it’s up to you how much color to infuse into the
image. An introductory section describes how to etch for the best results and includes fascinating history and details about the films and their
posters. Each page is easy to remove so that the finished masterpieces can be displayed on your wall.
An accessible introduction to fairy folklore shares historical tales of fairy sightings from various cultures, from the West African forest fairies to
Scotland's magical brownies, and includes the story of the photographed Cottingley fairies. Simultaneous.
A Fun and Magical Activity Book for 5-10 Year Olds
When the Sky Is Like Lace
Kali's Song
Down, Down, Down
Japanese Fairy Tales
Enchanted Forest Scratch and Sketch: An Art Activity Book for Artistic Wizards of All Ages
"The Green Forest Fairy Book" by Loretta Ellen Brady. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Young dancers can learn all about ballet by sketching the pictures of tutus, pointe shoes, ballerinas, and more with the wooden
stylus included. As they scratch away their own drawings and designs on the black-coated pages, theyll be amazed when the glitter
and colorful swirl patterns emerge like magic! Ages 6 and up.
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Thousands and thousands of years ago, a young boy gets his first hunting bow and learns to shoot, but he prefers to use the bow
to make music. Full color.
Garden Party is a collection of charming sketches and quotes from artist Helen Dardik. Dardik's pen-and-ink drawings are
replicated from her sketchbooks and interspersed with quotes from classic novels such as Alice in Wonderland and The Secret
Garden. Dardik's illustrations of girl-fairies, flora, and fauna create a magical, dreamy world. Many of her characters are hybrid
girl/plant creatures whose friends include a menagerie of cats, dogs, and other critters. • Her illustrations are predominantly blackand-white, with a limited palette of accent colors. • Aesthetic feels equal parts vintage Scandinavian modern folk art and Japanese
Kawaii culture, • Girl-powered and nature themed This is a charming, girl-centric book that is perfect for all occasions, whether it's
a graduation or Mother's Day or simply for yourself. The book's design is also a delight—it looks and feels like an actual
sketchbook. • A perfect book for teens, young adult women, and moms • Dardik's unique illustration style is at once elegant and
whimsical. • Great for those who loved In the Garden of My Dreams: The Art of Nathalie Lété by Nathalie Lété. and How to Be a
Wildflower by Katie Daisy
The Firelight Fairy Book
Scratch & Sketch Sparkle
Neon Scratch Art
Garden Party
Horses and Unicorns

Scratch & Sketch Garden FairiesTrace AlongPeter Pauper Press
Create your fairy flower garden, scratching all the way! Daffodils dance and sunflowers sing along with their fairy counterparts
in this magical world! Use the stylus included to scratch away the white outlines and uncover rainbow swirl, silver, gold, or purple
glitter pages as you trace and draw. This is a Trace-Along title! Young artists can simply follow the white lines with the wooden
stylus to create colorful pictures. Book includes 20 garden fairy illustrations with rhyming text. Includes 20 paper pages for extra
doodles and drawings. Book comes with the wooden stylus for scratching away the black coating. Sturdy wire-o hardcover art
activity book measures 6-3/8'' wide x 8-1/2'' high. Ages 5 and up. 64 pages. Non-toxic: Potential eye irritant. Avoid inhaling
particles of scratch coating. Not for children under 5 years. Meets all applicable safety standards.
Scratch and draw pictures are simple to complete, but the results look amazing as the rainbow and foil effects are revealed by
scratching away the surface of the special cards. Scratch and Draw Horses and Unicorns includes step-by-step instructions to learn
how to draw all kinds of great horses and unicorns, a scratch and draw unicorn story for you to complete and a cool writing and
drawing tool especially for using on the scratch and draw pages. Creative art activity fun for children age 5 and up.
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come
from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein
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Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
Complete Book of the Flower Fairies
Twinkle, Twinkle, Fairy Friend
An Art Activity Book for Faithful Artists of All Ages
Mermaid Adventure Scratch and Sketch
Fairies Scratch and Sniff Izzy the Ice-Cream Fairy
Scratch & Sketch Bible Stories (Trace Along)
Scratch (and sketch) the ears of the cutest bunch of puppies around! Meet an energetic Labrador puppy, a clever German
shepherd, and a gentle golden retriever. Discover why the beagle puppys tail sticks up, and what bulldogs are famous for.
Trace each puppy with the stylus to make it shine with rainbow colors and sparkly foil. This is a Trace-Along title! Young
artists can simply follow the white lines with the wooden stylus to create colorful pictures. Includes 20 extra paper pages for
your own doodles and drawings. Book comes with a wooden stylus for scratching away the black coating. Art activity book
measures 6-3/8'' wide x 8-1/2'' high. Ages 5 and up.
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